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Problem: Sources of Modern Conception of Freedom

Judeo-Christian canons Greek philosophy Roman philosophy Enlightenment, Magna Carta
gracefulness
last day 
divine rights and spitirual morality 

virtue as practice- Aristotle
harmony in the state
goodness as wealth of the soul 

evil of tyranny- Ceaser
monarch and the subjects the state- Cisero
feeding the soul with pleasure, calm- Seneca

 religious tolerance- Locke
reasoning over religion- Descartes
common good, democracy- Rousseau 
subjectivity of the ruler-Magna Carta



Body agency
Property ownership  
The individual is not at the center, but the collective (≠ communist)
 Ubuntu — wanting for the self as wanted for others
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Themes in indigenous African conceptions of Freedom

Consequences of the Westernization of Freedom

Imposition of Western experiences and priorities as global agenda on freedom 
 Epistemic othering of Africa
 Perpetuation of colonization in the application of justice 
 Demonization of contravening African laws and modes of performing of freedom
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African cautionary imaginations/texts on freedom

Ifá corpus (Yorùbá)Tomb hieroglyphics (Ancient Egypt)

+

=
Elaborate treatment of diverse categories of rights
Freedom is grounded on property, justice, and dignity of others, not only the self 
Illustrates potent spiritual ramifications for contravening grounds listed in 2
Evocation of ancestor as freedom philosophers/guardians 
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Neglected African conceptions 



Ancient Egypt 

Passage case of Harwa Instructions of Ashoshenq

Instructions of Ashoshenq (cont.)

Property right | Justice | Dignity 

Kamose  lamentation

Passage case of  Shisu, father of Petosiris

Passage case of  Wennefer



Ifá corpus (Yorùbá)
Just | Equity | Virtue | Right to property 

Ogbè Ọ̀sá

Ogbè Ìrẹtẹ̀
Ogbè Ọ̀sá

Ogbè Ọ̀sá

Ogbè Òtúrá Ìrosùn Méjì

Ògúndá MéjìỌ̀wọ́rín Òdí

Ọ̀sá Méjì



Conclusion

Globalized freedom tenants are almost exclusively Western-made
 African invocations/alternatives — virtually similar philosophical tropes on
freedom, just like the Judeo-Christian, Greco-Roman, and Enlightenment
sources 
 Justice, dignity, and virtue for others are strongly emphasized 
 In Africa, the ability to protect the freedom of others is tied to spiritual
consciousness and the afterlife 
 There is a case to be made to recognize African sources as worthy
contributors to our understanding of freedom
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